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RESUME

Le programme à méthode de Monte-Carlo, REPC, a servi au calcul des
taux de réaction de résonance des réseaux d'essais thermiques, TRX-1 et
MIT-4 et des réseaux des LNCR, ZEEP-1, 19 U0 2 ) 28 U02 et 37 U02. On a
utilisé ces taux de réaction dans le programme RAHAB pour calculer kefff les
rapports de conversion et rapports de fission rapide et les comparer avec
les valeurs expérimentales. Dans les calculs, on s'est servi de la con-
figuration en grappe pour les grappes à 19, 28 et 37 éléments. On s'est
également servi de représentations annulaires de la grappe pour comparer les
taux avec ceux obtenus par le programme de calcul OZMA à ordonnées
discrètes.
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Abstract

The. Monte Carlo code, REPC, has been used to calculate resonance reaction
rates for the thermal test lattices TRX-1 and MIT-4, and for the CRNL lattices
ZEEP-1, 19 U02 , 28 UO2 and 37 U02- These reaction rates were used in
the RAHAB cell code to calculate keff, conversion ratios, and fast
fission ratios, for comparison with experimental values. The calculations
used the cluster goemetry for the 19-, 28-, and 37-element clusters.
Calculations were also made using annular representations of the cluster for
comparison of the rates with those obtained using the discrete ordinate code
OZMA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

At Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) we have not had the facilities to
make accurate calculations of the resonance capture in complicated fuel
assemblies such as the CANDU-type fuel clusters (1). A typical CANDU fuel
assembly is shown in Figure 1. The two computer codes that have been in
extensive use at AECL, LATREP (2) and WIMS-CRNL (3,4,5) make use of
approximate calculations of the resonance capture. LATREP, a production
code, calculates the resonance integrals (RI) using formulae giving the RI as
a function of the ratio of the effective surface area of the fuel to its
mass. WIMS calculates the RI by relating the heterogeneous cell to an
equivalent homogeneous cell.

We have made accurate calculations (6) of the resonance capture in lattices
that can be treated as a one-dimensional problem with OZMA (7), a discrete
ordinate code. These lattices had either a single fuel element per cell or
a fuel assembly of concentric fuel tubes in each cell. The output data from
OZMA was used with the cell code RAHAB (8) to calculate the lattice
parameters. The OZMA output data can now also be used with WIMS-CRNL (9).

Lacking the facilities for making two-dimensional resonance calculations of
the cluster, at times we have approximated the cluster by concentric fuel
tubes (10). We have sometimes referred to this as annular geometry. The
fuel in each ring of the cluster was replaced with an annulus of fuel having
the same cross sectional area, and with the mid-point of the annulus
coincident with the circle on which the elements are centered. We did not
know how much error was introduced by this approximation.

2. MONTE CARLO CODE

To allow us to use two-dimensional geometries in the resonance calculations
we acquired the Monte Carlo code REPC (11). This code is a revised version
of the REPETITIOUS (12) code which can handle continuous energy data in the
ENDF/B format. The version that we obtained had been revised by Rothenstein
(13) to handle CANDU-type clusters. We have changed the output so that it is
similar to that of OZMA, producing reaction rates per unit slowing down
density at the top of each group. As with OZMA this code is used to
calculate the reaction rates in the resonance range for the actinides. This
data is used with RAHAB to calculate the cell parameters. It can also now be



used with WIMS-CRNL (9).

To obtain accurate results for CANDU-type lattices with REPC, it was necessary
to add an option that allows the neutron flux distribution across the cell at
the highest energy used in the calculation to be input.

3. USE OF REPC AND -OZMA DATA IN RAHAB

The reaction rates per unit slowing down density at the top of each
resonance group (RA) are fed from REPC or OZMA into RAHAB. The reaction rates
are then calculated by multiplying the values of RA by the group slowing down
densities, Q , of RAHAB. A check has been made that the resulting rates are
the same as those calculated by REPC and OZMA. This check for OZMA has not
been previously documented and thus is included here for completeness. We
have taken the resonance groups to extend from Group 27 through Group 47;
i.e., from 3.355 keV to 4.00 eV.

The slowing down densities for the thermal test lattice TRX-1 (14) and the
37 UO-,/D00/285.75 *(1)(15) lattice are given in Tables I and II,
respectively. The TRX-1 lattice was chosen for this study because it is a
simple lattice having only one fuel element per lattice cell, and it has
been extensively studied in the testing of ENDF/B data (16); the 37 U0-
lattice because it is typical of the complicated CANDU-type of lattices. The
RAHAB values follow those of REPC and OZMA closely. The change in Q from one
group to the next is equal to the absorption in the group for an infinite
lattice. Since the Q values agree, then the absorptions agree. Thus, we
conclude that the REPC and OZMA values of RA are being properly used in
RAHAB. The small discrepancies between the RAHAB and REPC and OZMA values
are discussed in section 4.3.

For simplicity, values of RA are calculated only for nuclei with large
absorption in the resonance range. Values of RA are obtained for the
individual nuclides. The absorption in the other nuclides are calculated by
RAHAB from the flux it determines for each group. Before calculating the
flux for Group I, the slowing down source into Group I is decreased by the
number of neutrons absorbed in the nuclides treated by the RA coefficients.

In Table I the values of RA for U-238 in the TRX-1 lattice, obtained using
REPC and OZMA, are compared. Since this lattice has a single fuel element
per cell, it can be calculated with both codes. Both codes used ENDF/B-V
data. The results from the two codes are in agreement to within the accuracy
of the REPC values. This gives us confidence in both codes. The check is
particularly good since the codes are so different - REPC being a Monte Carlo
code and OZMA a discrete ordinate code.

For the comparisons between the results of RAHAB/REPC or RAHAB/OZMA and REPC
or OZMA to be valid it was necessary that the RAHAB runs were for infinite
lattices; that is, B2=0. This is because both the REPC and OZMA codes

* 37 U02/A/P represents 37-element cluster of UfL fuel, having A
as coolant, and a lattice pitch of P mm.



assume that the lattices are infinite, and thus have no leakage of neutrons.

4. TESTING THE ACCURACY OF RAHAB/REPC CALCULATIONS

4.1 Scope of Tests

To assess the accuracy of the RAHAB/REPC calculations, lattice parameters
were calculated for a series of lattices for which measured accurate values
are available. The measurements were made in critical assemblies in which a
a large fraction of the core was made up of the lattice being studied.

These lattices are as follows:

- the thermal test lattice TRX-1 (14), a single fuel element per cell,
slightly enriched uranium metal, H.O moderator;

- the thermal test lattice MIT-4 (14), a single fuel element per cell,
slightly enriched uranium metal, D_0 moderator;

- the thermal test lattice ZEEP-1 (6), a single fuel element per cell,
natural uranium metal, D.O moderator;

- 19-element natural UCL (17,18,19), D20 or air coolant, D-0 moderator with
a 240 mm triangular pitch;

- 28-element natural UO^ (20,21), P~0, HB40, or air coolant, D~0 moderator
with triangular pitches of 280 mm and 320 mm; and with H_0 coolant with a
square pitch of 297.4 mm (22);

- 37-element natural U0~ (1,15), D~0 or air coolant, D_0 moderator with a
a square pitch of 285.75 mm.

Further details of these lattices are given in Table III.

The lattice parameters of main interest are the reactivities and the ratio
of neutron capture in U-238 to fission in U-235. Cf secondary interest was
the ratio of fissions in U-238 to those in U-235 (52c-), and the distribution
of fissions across the fuel bundles.

To assess the accuracy of calculating the resonance capture in fuel clusters
by using annular geometry and the OZMA code, runs were made with REPC using
the correct two-dimensional representation of the cross-section of the fuel
cluster and also a one-dimensional annular representation.

4.2 Modelling of Assemblies

For the REPC calculations the actual geometry of the fuel assemblies was used
with the following exceptions:

the clad and air gap of each fuel element were treated as a single



homogeneous region;

the calandria tube and the air gap between the calandria tube and the
pressure tube were homogenized;

- for the 28 UCL lattices the clad, and air yap of each element were
homogenized with the coolant (necessary because of overlap in the annuli
containing fuel);

- for the 19 U0- lattices the calandria tube, air gap, and pressure tube
were homogenized.

In the RAHAB calculations for all CANDU-type lattices the following regions
were homogenized:

the clad and air gap of each element together with the coolant;

the calandria tube and air gap between the calandria tube and the ptessuLe
tube.

The effect on the reactor parameters ot humogenizing regions was small. The
values given in the report have been corrected to allow for these small
effects. The corrections were obtained frum calculations made using the
WIMS-CRNL computer code.

4.3 Accuracy of REPC Values

The REPC runs used 250 batches of 1 000 histories each for all lattices except
for the TRX-1 and 28 U02/HB40/320 lattices. For these two lattices 500
batches were used. The computing times on a CDC CYBER 170, model 175
computer for the TRX-1 and 28 U02/HB40/320 lattices were 8 340 s and
15 720 s, respectively. The other lattices took from 4 890 s for the MIT-4
lattice to 9 200 s for 37 UOyD-O lattice. For comparison purposes it
should be noted that the SOP., OZMA calculation for TRX-1 took 1 200 s.

o J.

The standard deviations, or errors, were obtained by comparing the values
obtained from each batch with the mean values for the batches. The errors
for the capture fractions in U-238 in TRX-1 for energy Groups 27 to 47 vary
from 0.7% to 2.1% with most of the errors being less than 1.2%. In the groups
with large capture resonances, numbers 39, 41, and 45, the errors are 0.9%,
0.8% and 0.7%, respectively. The error in the capture fractions in the
combined Groups 27 through 47 is 0.24%. For these combined groups the erroi
for capture and fission in U-235 is 0.4% and 0.3%, respectively.

With the 37-element cluster the error in the U-238 capture fraction for the
individual fuel rings are larger than those for the single pin TRX-1 lattice.
For Group 45 the errors were 11.4%, 4.8%, 3.0% and 1.9% for the central
element and the three fuel rings, starting at the central element for the D_0
cooled lattice.



The error for the cluster average capture in U-238 in Group 45 is 1.4%. The
error in the total capture fraction in U-238 over the range we are using as
the resonance range, Group 27 through Group 47, is 0.56%. The accuracy of the
capture fractions for this range, for the different fuel rings, varies as the
inverse of the square root of the number of elements in a ring. Thus the
errors for the combined groups, from the central element out, are 3.4%, 1.4%,
1.0% and 0.8%, respectively.

4.4 Accuracy of RAHAB/REPC Resonance Capture

The errors in the resonance capture rates calculated by RAHAB/REPC vary for
each group as described above for REPC. Although the capture rate in the
individual groups is not accurate, that of the overall rate for the resonance
ranges is fairly accurate. From Tables I and II, we see that the RAHAB/REPC
values for the neutron slowing down densities, Q , follow those of REPC.
Since the number of neutrons absorbed in Group I is given by Qj-QT i/ the
good agreement of the Q values shows that there is good agreement in the
number of absorptions. Subtracting Q 4 g from Q__ we obtain the absorptions in
the lattice in Group 27 through Group 47. The REPC, RAHAB/REPC, OZMA, and
RAHAB/OZMA values for TRX-1 are 0.20003, 0.19998, 0.20094, and 0.20086,
respectively. The REPC and RAHAB/REPC values agree to 0.03%, and the OZMA
and RAHAB/OZMA values to 0.04%. The REPC and OZMA values agree to 0.11%.
This latter difference can be accounted for by the uncertainty in the REPC
value, which has a 0.24% standard deviation. Similarly, the number of
neutrons absorbed in Group 27 through Group 47 in the 37 U02/t>20 lattice can
be obtained. The values for REPC and RAHAB/REPC are 0.07863 and 0.07876,
respectively. They agree to 0.17%.

The agreement in the absorption rates of REPC and RAHAB/REPC shows that the
REPC data is being used properly in RAHAB - similarly with the OZMA data.

In the lattices that have been studied, most of the absorptions in the
resonance range take place in the nuclei for which values of RA are
calculated using REPC or OZMA. If nuclei are present in the cell which do
have a large absorption in the resonance range and for which values of RA are
not produced by REPC or OZMA, then the RAHAB values of absorption will not
agree with those of the other code. Ideally, all nuclei in the cell would be
calculated accurately by REPC or OZMA. However, because of limitations in
the size of our computer memory only a few nuclei can be treated in detail.
Fortunately, for many cells most of the absorption in the resonance range
occurs in only a few nuclei.

As an example of the magnitude of the error introduced by not using values of
RA for some nuclides, consider the absorptions in the resonance range in the
nuclides other than U-235 and U-238 in the 37 U02/D20 lattice. The calandria
and pressure tube account for 86% of these additional absorptions. These
tubes are aluminum with small amounts of impurities (15). The number of
absorptions in the non-actinides for Groups 27 through 47 as calculated by
REPC and RAHAB/REPC agree to 5% - the RAHAB/REPC value being larger.



The difference in the REPC and RAHAB/REPC values is greater for groups having
latge resonances. For Group 45, having a large resonance in U-238 at 6.67
eV, the RAHAB/REPC value of the absorption in the pressure tube is larger
than the REPC value by 22+4%. This arises because in RAHAB neutrons absorbed
in resonances, are considered to be lost uniformly across the cell. They are
subtracted from the source to the group. This gives fluxes in the fuel
assembly which are too high and consequently high absorptions in the pressure
tube. Below the resonance range in U-238, Group 47 from 4.00 eV to 5.04 eV,
the disturbance at the pressure tube caused by the incorrect RAHAB
subtraction of the resonance absorptions has decreased. The RAHAB/REPC value
for the absorption in the pressure tube for Group 47 is 13+4% greater than
that of REPC.

These differences are not important because in the 37 U0~/D~0 lattice

only 0.7% of the absorptions in Groups 27 to 47 takes place in the non-
actinide nuclides. In an HB4G cooled lattice the absorption in the hydrogen
will increase the percentage absorption in non-actinides. In the 28
U0-/HB40/320 lattice, the fraction of absorptions in the non-actinides for

Groups 21 to 47 is 0.93%. When the coolant in this lattice is changed from
HB40 to D.,0 the absorption fraction in the non-actinides drops to 0.54%.

Thus, the HB40 coolant accounted for 0.39% of the absorbed neutrons in the
energy range. This is a small amount.

5. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES

5.1 Reactivities

5.1.1 Values of k ,-,-
err

The values of k f f calculated using the measured bucklings are given in

Table IV. Use of accurate nuclear data and calculational methods should give
values of unity.

The calculated values for the single fuel element per cell lattices, TRX-1
and ZEEP-1, agree with experiment to within 4.1 mk. That for MIT-4, the
other simple lattice used on this study, is 14 mk high. However, the
experimental values for this lattice are not considered reliable (24), and
thus little weight should be assigned to the results. This lattice was only
included because it is a thermal reactor benchmark (14) and calculations have
been made for it using RAHAB/OZMA (6), The values for TRX-1 are in agreement
with those obtained at other laboratories (16). Values for MIT-4 and ZEEP-1
are only available from our RAHAB/OZMA calculations (6). The RAHAB/REPC and
RAHAB/OZMA values for these lattices agree (Table XII).

The RAHAB/REPC values of k ffr for the cluster fuel are high by 8 mk to

28 mk. However, the RAHAB calculation ignores the presence of endcaps on the
fuel elements. In addition, in correcting for leakage, no allowance is made
for the heterogenity of the cell. Corrections for these effects have been
obtained for these lattices using the WIMS-CRNL code. Corrections were made
for the lack of sufficient sub-divisions in the coolant volume. The RAHAB
code restricts the number of subdivisions in the coolant, with cluster
geometry, to one per fuel ring. These corrections (9,25) were also obtained



using WIMS-CRNL. They are particularly important for the HB40 and H_0 cooled

lattices. After making the corrections, the values of k ,, are still high by

3 mk to 13 mk, except that fot the 37 U09/AIR/ lattices which is low by
0.1 mk.

Because o£ the importance of the change in reactivity on the voiding of
coolant, it is of interest to compare the value of k f f for the D_0 and air

cooled lattices. With the 19 UCL and 37 U0^ lattices, the values of k

v.'ich the D_0 are 2 mk and 3 mk higher than those with the air coolant. With

the 320 mm 28 U0,, lf^tice, the air cooled values of k ,, is 4 mk higher than

that with D_0 coolant. Thus, the accuracy of predicting the reactivity
change on voiding is not high. For the lattices considered, the accuracy was
+4 mk.

5.1.2 Sensitivity of k ,f to Input Spatial Flux to REPC

As stated in Section 2, an option was added to REPC to make it possible to
specify the spatial flux in the cell above the injection energy. The
neutrons ate injected into the cell as soon as they reach an energy less than
a specified energy, E , after elastic scattering. If the flux input option

IS chosen, then the number of neutrons injected at radius r is proportional to
the flux at r.

A number of REPC runs were done using the 28 U0?/D?0/320 lattice with

different values of E and appropriate spatial distributions. The

distributions were obtained from the RAHAB tuns for this lattice, done
without using REPC output. A run was also made using a uniform flux, or flat
flux, across the cell. The REPC outputs were used in RAHAB to calculate k ff.

Values of k ff, given in Table V, for E ] V^ equal to 50 keV, 111 keV, and 800

keV are 1.01347., 1.01439 and 1.01581, respectively. The uncertainty in the
REPC results introduces an uncertainty of about 0.3 mk in these values.
Using a flat input with E equal to 50 keV gave a value of k f f of 1.01904,

that is, 3.2 to 5.5 mk higher than the values obtained using input spatial fluxes.
For HB40 and HJd cooled lattices, the choice of the flux input is even more

important. Using RAHAB Group 11 spatial flux at E of 800 keV gives a

value of k « 11 ink lower than that obtained using a flat flux at 50 keV for

the 28 U02/HB40/320 lattice.

The use of RAHAB Group 11 spatial flux above 800 keV is still an
approximation. However, it is considered to be better than using an input
flux at an E of 50 keV. Tnis is because the larger the value of E , the
larger the energy range that is calculated using REPC. RAHAB is useato
calculate the flux distribution above E^^* and REPC from E j ^ down to
thermal energies. The REPC calculation is preferred as it uses isotropic
scattering in the centre-of-mass system, whereas RAHAB uses transport corrected
cross-sections in the laboratory system. The disadvantage of using high
values for ^mAK is that computing time is increased. We have not tried to

find an optimum value for E . It will depend on the lattice being studied,

particularly on the coolant. For this study, we did REPC runs for all



lattices with an E of 800 keV and the RAHAB Group 11 spatial distribution
and an E ^ ^ of 50 keV v/ith a flat flux input. Values of k ff using these two
inputs are given in Table V. Except where stated otherwise, for other tables
and values of results only the runs with E ^ ^ equal 800 keV were used as they
are considered to be the most reliable.

The error introduced by using the Group 11 flux at 800 keV is thought to
introduce an error of less than 1 mk. This is discussed further in Section 6.

5.1.3 Sensitivity of k ff to REPC Data

In section 4.2 it was stated that the REPC value for capture in U-238 for
Groups 27 through 47 has an error of 0.24% for TRX-1 and 0.56% for the 37
u0_/D_0 lattice. This is equivalent to an error of 0.3 mk in k ff for
TRX-1, and 0.4 mk for the 37 tXL/D-O lattice. Thus, it is thought that
the discrepancies in k ^ of 3 ink to 13 mk do not arise from uncertainties in
the calculated capture rates in the resolved resonance energy range.

An indication of the importance of resonance capture in a lattice is given by
the ratio of epithermal to thermal capture in U-238 (p ). Values are given in
Table IV. The TRX-1 lattice has the highest value for the lattices studied -
1.359. The values for the clusters vary from 0.328 to 0.424. Since the
values for the clusters are similar, the effect of errors in the REPC values
will effect k ff by similar amounts; i.e., by about 0.4 ink, and cannot

account for the spread in the values.

5.1.4 Sensitivity of k f, to Unresolved Resonance Calculations

The error introduced into k ff by the uncertainty of the calculated capture
in the unresolved resonance range could be greater than that from the
resolved range. In our library data we have taken the unresolved data for
U-238 up to 40.868 keV, the top of Group 22. In the TRX-1 lattice the number
of neutrons captured in U-238 in Groups 21 through 26, 67.379 keV to
3.356 keV, is 0.0205 for 1 neutron captured in, or leaking from, the cell.
The capture in this energy range in the other lattices being studied is only
slightly smaller, about 0.014. Assuming that the calculation is good to 5%
then the error introduced in k ,f is 1 mk or less for all the lattices.

However, the accuracy of the calculations in this energy range is not known.
The unresolved resonances are treated in RAHAB by the method used by Nordheim
(26), and Kuncir (27). For s-wave resonances the narrow resonance
approximation is used and an average taken over the Porter-Thomas
distribution of neutron widths. The remaining resonances are converted to
multigroup cross sections assuming an infinite dilution. The RAHAB results
for TRX-1 have been compared to those from WIMS. WIMS uses a similar method
in the unresolved range. However, it does not calculate the resonance
shielding directly for the cell in question but rather interpolates in tables
of cross section versus scattering cross section per resonant absorbing
nucleus. The tables were prepared using the NJOY (28) processing code. In
contrast to RAHAB the NJOY code treats the s- and p-wave resonances the same.
RAHAB and WIMS values for absorption in TRX-1 for the unresolved range agree



t o k%. This i s not surDris ing as the methods are s i m i l a r . However, even if
the error was increased to 10$, the e r ror in k _. would be 2 mk or l e s s . For
the 19 U02/D20 l a t t i c e i t would be 1.4 mk.

RAHAB c a l c u l a t e s sh ie ld ing fac to rs varying from 0.5 to 0.7 for the unresolved
U-238 resonances for the 19 U0?/D 0 l a t t i c e . With such large cor rec t ions
being made for s h i e l d i n g , i t i s poss ib le tha t the absorDtion in the energy
range i s in error by 10?.

5.1.5 Error in k _„ from Fast Neutron Absorption
ef f

In the energy range of 10 MeV to 67.379 keV, taking the 19 U0 /D 0 la t t i ce as
typical, the numbers of neutrons captured and causing fission are 0.0111 and
0.0206 per neutron born. In this l a t t i ce the ra t io of fissions in U-238 to
that in U-235 agrees with experiment to 6% (Table IX). The capture rate is
expected to be less uncertain than that of fission since the l a t t e r i s
sensitive to the fission spectrum. Overall in the range we expect the error
to be less than 5%, or an error in k of about 1 mk.

el 1

5.1.6 Leakage

Another source of error is the calculation of neutron leakage. This is worth
from 27 mk to 185 mk in these la t t ices ~ the smallest is for the
28 U0 /H 0 l a t t i ce and the largest is for the ZEEP-1 l a t t i c e . The
calculation is done in RAHAB by homogenizing the cell into a paste with
uniform properties. The cross sections of this paste are used in a B
calculation (29).

A check of the accuracy of the method for the la t t ices of interest is only
available for TRX-1, and TRX-2. TRX-2 is the same as TRX-1 except that the
la t t i ce pitch is 21.74 mm (14). A full core Monte Carlo calculation has been
made for these la t t i ces by Hardy (30) using ENDF/B-IV data. The rat ios of
keff/k°° w e r e °-8^2 ± 0.0012 and 0.8515 ± 0.0016 for TRX-1 and TRX-2,
respectively.

Using RAHAB/OZMA, for TRX-1, we obtained values of 0.8424 and 0.8417 using
EDNF/B-IV and ENDF/B-V, respectively. A value is not available for TRX-2
with ENDF/B-IV data; however, with ENDF/B-V the value is 0.8538 (6).
Assuming that the ra t io of the values obtained using the two sets of ENDF/B
data is the same for TRX-2 as for TRX-1 we estimate the value for TRX-2 with
ENDF/B-IV data to be 0.8545. Comparing the results obtained using RAHAB/OZMA
and ENDF/V-IV data with that obtained by Hardy using Monte Carlo, we see that
the uncertainty in k f introduced by the leakage calculations is worth about
3 mk. The accuracy or this method for the other l a t t i ce , particularly for
those with cluster fuel, is not known.

The uncertainties in the bucklings make the worth of the leakage uncertain by
0.2 mk to 1.1 mk, depending on the l a t t i c e . This does not apply to the MIT-4
la t t ice because of the large uncertainty in the buckling.
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The WIMS code also calculates the leakage using the B.. method. However, as
an option, this calculated leakage can be corrected for heterogenity effects -
referred to as a Benoist corrected B., . This correction is obtained by
comparing the leakage obtained in a diffusion theory estimate using transport
corrected diffusion coefficients with that obtained using radial and axial
coefficients calculated by the Benoist method (31,32). As an example of the
magnitude of this correction, using it reduced k ff by 3.6 mk and 2.7 mk for
the 37 U0- air and D-0 cooled lattices, respectively.

It should be noted that the leakage of neutrons in the HB40 and H~0 cooled
CANDU-type lattices is worth about 30 mk. These lattices have values of
k ff high by 9 mk to 12.6 mk. The leakage would have to be in error by 30%

to account for the high values of k ff. This error seems high.

5.1.7 Endcap Correction

The RAHAB calculation does not allow for the presence of endcaps on the fuel
elements. However, an option is available in WIMS-CRNL to make a rough
estimate of the effect of the endcaps. The absorption in the endcaps is
obtained by homogenizing the endcap regions and assuming that it is in the
same average flux as the fuel cluster. If desired, a factor can be used to
allow for flux peaking in the end regions. However, a factor was not used
for our corrections.

The endcaps will also effect the leakage correction. An estimate of the
effect is made by including the endcap in the model of the cluster used to
obtain the Benoist correction. The diffusion theory leakage values with and
without the endcaps homogenized with the fuel are compared, A correction
factor is obtained from the comparison and used to correct the B- leakage.

For the 37 U0- lattice air and D-0 cooled lattices including the endcaps
decreased k ,, by 3.9 mk and 3.4 mk, respectively.

5.2 Captures in U-238/Fissions in U-235

5.2.1 Values and Uncertainties

The values of the ratio of captures in U-238 to fission in U-235 (C ) are
given in Table IV. For the lattices measured at the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories (CRNL) values are given for the relative conversion ratio (RCR).
This is equal to C in the lattice divided by C in the thermal flux of a
large volume of moderator at the same temperature as the lattice.
Experimental values of RCR were not given for the 19 U0~ lattices. The
values used were derived by J. Griffiths (33) from the quoted conversion
ratios.

The value of C for the H~0 moderated TRX-1 lattice agrees with experiment.
That for the D-0 moderated MIT-4 lattice is slightly low; however, because
of the uncertainty in the validity of the experimental results (24) not much
weight should be given to this value. All the values for CRNL measured
lattices are low except for the single element ZEEP-1 lattice. RCR for the
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ZEEP-1 la t t ice is 1.556 high. The values for the la t t ices with cluster tyDe
fuel are 2% to 556 low.

These low values of the RCR are difficult to account for. As discussed in
Section 5.1.3. 5.1.4, and 5.1.5, the errors in the U-238 caDture in the resolved
resonance, unresolved resonance, and fast neutron energy ranges are thought
to be about 0.6$, 1056 and 556, resDectively. For the 19 U0 /D 0 la t t ice

this makes a 256 error in the eDithermal captures in U-238, and a 0.456 error
in the total captures in U-238. This error in the eDithermal caDtures was
based on the number of captures in the resolved, unresolved, and fast ranges
being 0.075, 0.014 and 0.011, resDectively, per neutron from fission. If the
U-238 captures increase then the U-235 fissions decrease. The 0.456 error in
U-238 caDtures then results in a 0.656 error in RCR. All the CRNL lat t ices

have similar values of p ; consequently, the uncertainty in the value of RCR is
exDected to be similar for al l these l a t t i ces . This small error is not
consistent with the results for some of the la t t ices where the calculated
values are UD to 556 lower than exDeriment. If the error in the resolved
range is increased to 356 the errors in the U-238 capture and the RCR only
increase to 0.756 and 1.156, resoectively.

The calculated values of RCR have not been corrected for the effect of
endcaDS or of allowing for the heterogenity of the la t t i ce in the leakage
calculation ( i . e . using Benoist corrected diffusion coefficients). However,
the effect of these on RCR should be small. This is confirmed by WIMS
calculations.

As mentioned in section 5.1.1, the number of mesh points used with HB40
coolant is not sufficient. Donnelly (9) has reDeated the calculations for
the 28 U0 /HB40/320 la t t ice using WIMS with REPC data and with 13 mesh

points in the coolant. He got a value for RCR 156 greater than the RAHAB/REPC
value. Thus, the deficiency of mesh ooints in the HB40 cooled l a t t i ce i s
resoonsible for only a small part of the discreDancy between calculation and
experiment.

5.2.2 Correlation of RCR and k

Low values of RCR would be expected to give high values of k f f , and indeed

the values of k f f for all but one of the cluster fuel la t t ices are high by

3 mk to 13 mk. We have investigated if the magnitude of the errors in k f f

and RCR are compatible with each other. In Table VI, values are given of EK,
the error in k f f divided by the error in RCR, obtained using the RAHAB/REPC

output. In addition, values of EK were calculated by finding the changes in
k and RCR when the epithermal caDture in U-238 is changed and also when
the rat io of thermal capture in U-238 to thermal fission in U-235 i s changed.
If the RAHAB/REPC values agree with those obtained assuming the changed
reaction rates then the errors in k f f and RCR are compatible. The average
of the RAHAB/REPC values, corrected for the endcaps and the effect of
heterogenity on leakage, is 1.4+0.9; that obtained using the uncorrected
value if 4.9±1.1. The average of the values calculated assuming a change in
the epithermal U-238 capture is 3.6O±O.O8, about midway between the two
RAHAB-REPC values. The value obtained assuming an error in the thermal cross
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sections is 4.50+0.07, in agreement with the RAHAB/REPC average value using
uncorrected values of k „. It should be noted that the measured RCR's for

err
the cluster fuel lattices have errors of 0.2% to 0.9%. This leads to
uncertainties in the errors in the RAHAB/REPC values of EK of 4% to 43%.
Looking at the values for the individual lattices, rather than the average
values, we see that within the accuracy of the values of EK, six of the
RAHAB/REPC values using uncorrected k ,, agree with the values expected
assuming changes in the thermal cross sections, and that the corrected values
for all of the lattices are lower than the expected values with a change in
the epithermal capture in U-238.
Assuming that the error in corrected k ff for the 28 U02/AIR/320 lattice
is due to an error in the epithermal capture in U-238 or the ratio of thermal
capture in U-238 to thermal fission in U-235 would require that the
epithermal capture in U-238 be increased by 7.6% or the ratio of the thermal
cross sections to change by 1.9%. Both of these changes are not considered
to be valid. Except for the 37 UO2/AIR lattice, the other cluster fuel
lattices require the U-238 epithermal capture to increase by up to 13%. This
large change in the epithermal capture in U-238 is too great to accept.
There must be other sources of error in the RAHAB/REPC calculations.

5.2.3 Distribution Across the Fuel Cluster

The ratios of calculated to experimental values of the RCR in the different
rings of fuel are given in Table VII. If the values are the same for each
ring, then the calculated and experimental spatial distributions agree.
With the exception of the central element and of the 28 U02/HB40/280 lattice,
the calculated distribution agrees with experiment to 1%. The error of up to
2% for the central element is not surprising considering the large error in
the REPC values for this element. The use of 13 mesh points in the HB40
coolant compared to 4 does not alter significantly the agreement in the
distribution. These results show nothing that make us question the validity
of the calculations.

The values of RCR depend on both the U-238 captures and the U-235 fissions.
As a further check on the calculations we can compare the distribution of
U-235 fissions across the cluster with experiment. The ratios of calculated
to experimental values are given in Table VIII. Except for the HB40 cooled
lattices the two values agree to within 2.3%. Use of more mesh points with
the HB40 coolant improves the results considerably. Again, there is no
evidence of anything wrong with the calculations.

5.3 Fast Fission Ratios

28
The ratios of the number of U-238 fissions to U-235 fissions (S?t-)

 are

given in Table IX. The calculated values agree with experiment for the
TRX-1, ZEEP-1 and 37 U09 lattices. The values for the 19 U0o and 28 U0-
lattices are low by 4% to 6%.
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These results are not to be considered as a test of the use of REPC but
rather as a further check of the ENDF/B-V data. Previous tests (16) found

TO

that the calculated values of &_,- were 0-5% above experiment, within the
5% uncertainty of the thermal test lattice experiments. In fact the values
of 5-r are not very sensitive to the REPC results. In the CRNL cluster
fuel lattices a 5% error in the U-238 capture in the epithermal range only
changes 625 by about 1%.

28
One would expect the ratio of calculated to experimental values of S»,- to be
similar for all of the CRNL cluster fuel lattices that were studied.
However, this is not the case. The values for the 37 UCL lattices are about
5% greater than those for the 19 UCL and 28 U0 2 lattices. Further the values
for the air cooled lattices are consistently 2% greater than those for the D«0
cooled lattices. From the available information it is not possible to
determine whether the discrepancies arise from inaccuracies in the
calculations or the experiments.

The ratios as a function of position in the cluster are also given. Omitting
the central fuel element, the values for the 19 UOVAIR, 28 UOyD-O,
and 37 U0-/D?0 lattices are constant to +0.5% across the cluster. The
remaining D_0 and air cooled lattices have variations up to 3.5%. The values
for the HB40 cooled lattices have large variations. These are reduced by the
use of more mesh points in the coolant. The variation with position is
calculated with reasonable accuracy if the central element of the 19 U0~
lattices is omitted. The error in S— for the central element of the 37
U02/D20 lattice is less than the experimental error; that for the 37 UOyAIR
lattice is 2.0 times the experimental error. Since the same calculational
methods and data were used with the 19 U0- lattices it is difficult to
understand why the values for these lattices are so much in error.

With one exception, the calculated values of k „ for the cluster fuel
lattices are all slightly high. This cannot rliult from errors in the
calculated fast fission rate in U-238. For most of the lattices the rate is
too low. Increasing the rate would only increase the values of k

6. CHOICE OF INPUT FLUX TO REPC

It has been shown in Section 5.1.2 that k ff is dependent on the choice of the
starting spatial flux. Our initial calculations were made using a flat
spatial flux above 50 keV. We knew that this assumption was incorrect, but
thought that it would not introduce a large error for the D_0 moderated cells.
This was based on the relatively small energy range from which deuterium can
scatter neutrons down into the resonance energy range. From the results
given in Table V, the assumption appears valid for the lattices with D-0 or
air coolant and pitches up to 280 mm (triangular) and 285.75 mm (square).
The values of k _f for these lattices using a flat flux above 50 keV agree to
1 mk with the values obtained using the RAHAB Group 11 spatial flux above 800
keV, except for the 37 U0? air cooled lattice where the difference is 2.3 mk.
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For the D~0 cooled lattice with a 320 mm pitch the difference is 3.2 ink.
With H,,0 and HB40 coolants, the use of the Group 11 spatial flux above 800
keV increases the resonance capture and lowers k ff. by 6 mk to 11 ink. The
largest change takes place in the cell with the largest pitch, and
consequently the greatest variation of flux across the cell. As is to be
expected, the results in Table XI show that with the non-flat flux the U-238
capture rate increases near the axis of the fuel bundle where the input flux
is highest.

As noted in Section 5.1.2, the calculation should use as low a value of E ^ ^
as possible in order to reduce the computing costs. However, it is not
possible to make any definite statement about what value of E ^ ^ should be
used. This must be investigated for each lattice. As the pitch is increased
and more hydrogen is added to the coolant, it becomes more important to
increase

When E ^ ^ is 800 keV the assumption is made that the flux has a 1/E energy
dependence above this energy. This is wrong. However, it is thought that
the error introduced by this assumption is small.

7. VALIDITY OF AN ANNULAR APPROXIMATION TO A CLUSTER

As stated earlier it was necessary to resort to an annular representation of
the fuel cluster in order to use OZMA. It was not known how much error this
introduced. However, we can now determine this error by comparing values of
k ff and neutron capture rates in U-238 as calculated with REPC using the cluster
geometry with values obtained using annular goemetry.

Tables X and XI give the relative resolved resonance capture rates in U-238
from different methods of calculation for the 19 UO2/D2O/24O and 28
U02/HB40/320 lattices, respectively. Using annular geometry with REPC gives
5% and 9% greater capture in U-238 resonances than does cluster geometry in
the 19 U0 2 and 28 U0 2 lattices, respectively.

From Table XII, we see that this changes k ff by 4.0 ink, 4.0 ink, 6.2 mk, and
7.2 mk for the 19 U02/D20/240, 28 U02/I>20/320, 28 U02/HB40/320, and 28
UO-/HB40/280 lattices, respectively. Thus, we conclude that the annular
geometry approximation is not adequate for accurate calculations.

8. A COMPARISON OF REPC AND OZMA RESULTS

The best comparison of REPC and OZMA results for CANDU lattices is available
from the RAHAB/REPC and RAHAB/OZMA calculations for the 28 U02/HB40/320
lattice. Runs were made for both code combinations in which the upper energy
was 3.35 keV and the input spatial flux that of RAHAB Group 25. These were
repeated with a flat spatial flux. In both cases, the resonance absorption
in U-238 was 5% higher in the RAHAB/OZMA calculations than in those of
RAHAB/REPC (Table XI). This is worth about 4 mk (Table XII).
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Cases wen also run with the 19 UCL/D-O/DpO lattice using resonance rates
from REPC and OZMA with annular geometry being used in both codes. However,
the input spatia.1 flux find starting energy were not identical for both codes.
Thus, the comparison is not as meaningful. Using a fJat spatial flux input to
REPC at 50 keV and to OZMA at 3.25 keV gave resonance capture rates in U-238
1.6% higher using OZMA than REPC. It is of interest to note that using OZMA
with P and p. scattering terms increased the resonance capture in U-238 by
only 0.9% over that obtained using only Po terms. The accuracy of the OZMA
calculations for these lattices is not known. It is recognized that the
spatial subdivision used in the OZMA runs may have been inadequate. In
general, the coolant annuli were divided into two sub-divisions, the fuel
into five, and the moderator into ten or twelve. The pressure tube and
calandria tube plus gap were each a single region. This was the maximum
subdivision that the size of our computer memory allowed. The degree of
subdivision required for the TRX-1 and ZEEP-1 lattices have been investigated
previously (6). For TRX-1 it was considered desirable to use 10 subdivision in
the fuel, and 8 in the moderator, for ZEEP-1 20 in each. The subdivision
used in the 19 U0? and 28 U02 lattices was not this fine and may have caused
some error.

9. SUMMARY

With one exception, the RAHAB/REPC values for k ff for the lattices with
cluster fuel are high by 3 mk to 16 mk. This is after corrections have been
applied for endcaps and the effect of heterogenity on leakage. However, the
uncertainty in the calculations is estimated to be from 4 mk to 7 mk. This
arises from contributions from the resolved resonance capture, unresolved
resonance capture, fast absorption, and leakage, of0.4mk, 1.4 mk, link and
3 mk, respectively, and 1 mk from the uncertainty in the measured buckling.
The value of 4 mk was obtained by taking the square root of the sum of the
squares of the errors; that of 7 mk from the addition of the individual
errors.

The 28 U0 2 lattices cooled with HB40 and H20 have values of k ff outside the
uncertainty of 7 mk by 2 mk to 6 mk. It should be emphasized6that the
uncertainty in the leakage correction is really not known. However, because
of the low leakage in the HB40 and H20 cooled lattices it is not thought to

be the major cause of the discrepancy. The cause is not known.

The values of RCR are low, the average value being 3.2+1.4% percent low and
not consistent with the value of k ff.

28The values of S_,- show such a scatter when compared with experiment that the
validity of the calculation or measurements is questionable.

An annular representation of the cluster makes k ff low by up to 7.2 mk by
increasing the resonance capture in U-238.
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Except for the HB40 and H_0 cooled lattices, the RAHAB/REPC code combination
calculates the reactivity of the CANDU-type lattices to within the limits of
accuracy introduced by the uncertainty in the calculation of the unresolved
resonance range and fast neutron range capture rate and the leakage of
neutrons. However, it gives low values for the RCR.

Two more checks are considered desirable. The first is to use RAHAB/REPC to
calculate more single element D~0 moderated lattices that have been
accurately measured. Such lattices have been measured at CRNL, but have not
yet been analyzed. The second is to repeat the Monte Carlo calculations with
another Monte Carlo code, MCNP. This code has had more use than REPC and
would provide a good check on REPC.

It is necessary to use a spatial flux input with REPC for lattices with a
large pitch or cooled by H_0 or HB40.

Using an annular model to represent the cluster does not give accurate values
of the resonance capture in U-238.
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF NEUTRON CAPTURE IN U-238 AS CALCULATED
BY REPC, OZMA, RAHAB/REPC, AND RAHAB/OZMA

FOR TRX-1

RAHAB

GROUP

No.

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
MO
41
H2
H3
1)14

145
146
17
148

UPPER

ENERGY

OF GROUP

eV

3351.6
2034.7
1231.1
748.5
454.0
275.4
167.0
130.1
101.3
78.89
61.44
47.85
37.27
29.02
22.60
17.60
13.71
10.68
8.32
6.48
5.04
4 .00

No. (
IN

3F NEUTRONS CAPTURED
J-238 FOR 1 NEUTRON

SLOWING DOWN IN THE CELL
PAST THE UPPER ENERGY

REPC1

B2=0

0.6113-2"
0.5656-2
0.6795-2
0.6947-2
0.5930-2
0.8690-2
0.3083-2
0.8791-2
0.5527-2
0.8633-2
0.4963-3
0.4979-2
0.1561-1
0.2274-2
0.2412-1
0.. 1545-2
0.1163-2
0.2719-2
0.3111-1
0.1892-1
0.3637-2

OF THE GROUP

OZMA3

B2=0

0.6149-2
0.5671-2
0.6854-2
0.7102-2
0.6051-2
0.8873-2
0.3165-2
0.9154-2
0.5302-2
0.8634-2
0.4851-3
0.5163-2
0.1482-1
0.2290-2
0.2409-1
0.1574-2
0.1160-2
0.2801-2
0.3168-1
0.1897-1
0.3675-2

REPC
STD. DEVIATION2

PERCENT

0.8
0.9
1 .0
1 .1
1.2
1.0
2.1
1.1
1.6
1.3
0.9
1 .2
0.9
1 . 0
0 .8
1.1
1.1
1.2
0 .7
0 .9
1 .2

REPC

B2=0

1.00000
0.99320
0.98668
0.97882
0.97038
0.96281
0.95177
0.94736
0.93772
0.93080
0.92131
0.91743
0.91071
0.89327
0.88851
0.86434
O.86O83
0.85546
0.84824
0.82104
0.80399
0.79997

CALCULATED SLOWING
DOWN DENSITY IN THE

CELL

RAHAB
+

REPC DATA
B2=0

1.00000
0.99323
0.98674
0.97889
0.97045
0.96288
0.95184
0.94743
0.93778
0.93087
0.92141
0.91749
0.91078
0.89334
0.88857
0.86440
0.660f ;
0.85552
0.84830
0.82110
0.80405
0.80002

Q I

OZMA

B2=0

1.00000
0.99317
0.98662
0.97867
0.97007
0.96237
0.95113
0.94660
0.93664
0.92997
0.92050
0.91663
0.90971
0.89300
0.88818
0.86105
0.86051
0.85524
0.84787
0.82021
0.80312
0.79906

RAHAE
+

OZMA DATA
B2=0

1.00000
0.99320
0.98668
0.97377
0.97017
0.96248
0.95122
0.94671
0.93671
0.93004
0.92060
0.91671
0.90980
0.89309
0.88827
0.86414
0.86059
0.85532
0.84797
0.82028
0.80320
0.799H

1 REPC run used 500 batches of 1000 h i s t o r i e s each. Group 11 (639 keV-821 keV)
s p a t i a l flux was used above the maximum energy of 800 keV.

2 Standard deviation obtained by comparing the r e s u l t s of each batch.

3 OZMA calcula t ion was made using a SgP. approximation with the IFLX=3 option
and 10, 1, and 8 mesh points in the fue l , cladding and moderator, r e spec t ive ly .
The flux was assumed to be constant across the ce l l above Group 27.

0.6192-2 i s used to represent 0.6192 x TO
- 2
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TABLE I I

COMPARISON OF THE SLOWING DOWN DENSITY AS CALCULATED BY REPC
AND RAHAB/REPC FOR 37 U 0 2 / D 2 0 / 2 8 5 . 7 5

RAHAB
GROUP

No.

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48

CALCULATED SLOWINC DOWN
DENSITY IN THE CELL1

REPC

B2=0

1.00000
0.99721
0.99458
0.99136
0.98798
0.98490
0.98056
0.97890
0.97470
0.97207
0.95822
0.96724
0.96468
0.95743
0.95593
0.94566
0.94465
0.94317
0.94089
0.92874
0.92275
0.92137

RAHAB
+

REPC DATA

B2=0

1.00000
0.99723
0.99460
0.99139
0.98800
0.98482
0.98046
0.97879
0.97459
0.97195
0.96810
0.96713
0.96456

0.95731
0.95581
0.94554
0.94453
0.94305
0.94077
0.92861
0.92261
0.92124

1 The REPC calculation that produced these resul ts used a f la t spat ial neutron
flux above 50 keV.
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TABLE III

DESCRIPTION OF TEST LATTICES

LATTICE DESCRIPTION

TRX-1 H_0 moderator - uranium metal fuel enriched to 1.305 at % U-235
;14) - fuel diameter 9.830 mm - triangular pitch of 18.060 mm - clad Al.

MIT-4 D_0 moderator - uranium metal fuel enriched to 0.947 wt% U-235
;i4) - fuel diameter 9.83 mm - triangular pitch of 38.01 mm - clad Al.

ZEEP-1 D_0 moderator - natural uranium metal fuel of 32.57 mm diameter
;6) - triangular pitch of 200.0 mm - clad Al.

19 U0^ D_0 moderator - D-0 or air coolants - natural U0., fuel of 14.31 mm
diameter - triangular pitch of 240 mm - zircaloy-2 clad - aluminum

(17,18,19) pressure tube and calandria tube separated by an air gap 6.86 mm
thick - one fuel element on the axis, six on a circle 33.0 mm in
diameter, and twelve on a circle 63.8 mm in diameter.

28 U0 2 D-0 moderator - D_0, HB40 or air coolant - natural U0~ fuel of
13.21 mm diameter - triangular pitches of 280 mm and 320 mm -

(20,21) zircaloy-2 clad - aluminum pressure tube and calandria tube
separated by an air gap 8.4 mm thick - four fuel elements on a
circle 23.26 mm in diameter, eight on a circle 53.04 mm in
diameter, and sixteen on a circle 84.12 mm in diameter.

37 U0n D-O moderator - D?0 or air coolant - natural U0_ fuel of 12.10 mm
diameter - square pitch of 285.75 mm - zircaloy-4 clad -
aluminum pressure tube and calandria tube separated by an air gap
8.4 mm thick - one fuel element on the axis, six a circle 29.77
mm in diameter, twelve on a circle 57.51 mm in diameter, and
eighteen on a circle 86.61 mm in diameter.

The neutron absorption in the aluminum tubes used in the 19-, 28- and
37-element lattices has been measured by Okazaki and Jones (22). To allow
for the impurities in the aluminum the following number of atoms of B-10, per
million atoms of Al, were added:
8.6 for the calandria tubes for 37 U0-
37 U02. '

1.51 for 19 U02, 2.54 for 28 U02,
and 16.2 for the pressure tubes of
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TABLE IV

RAHAB/REPC VALUES OF k, p 2 8 AND CONVERSION RATIOS
FOR A VARIETY OF LATTICES

Lattice

TRX-1

MIT-ll

ZEEP-1

19 UO/D 0/240
Correctea '

19 UO /AIR/210
Corrected

28 U02/D?0/320
Corrected

28 U02/HB40/320
Corrected

28 UO /AIR/320
Corrected

28 UO2/HB10/280
Corrected

28 UO /AIR/280
Corrected

28 UOg/H 0/279.1 *
CorrecteS

37 U02 /D,0/285.75 *
CorrecteS

37 U02/AIR/285.75 "
Corrected

B2

m

57.0

8.053

6.99

1.065

1.115

3.712

1.172

3.966

1.508

1.016

1.166

2.699

3.068

k
TO

1.18109

1.11101

1.23951

1.13373

1.11287

1.11837

1.06917

1 .16717

1.06126

1.11165

1.05777

1.10351

1.12211

k e f f

0.99666

1.01169

1.00107

1.01209
1.0036

1.01086
1.0017

1.01581
1.0030

1.02610
1.0090

1.01680
1.0072

1.02519
1.0126

1.01256
1.0060

1.02786
1.0123

1.01136
1.0028

1.00832
0.9999

28
P

CAL

1.359

1.107

0.280

0.109

0.395

0.365

0.355

0.328

0.109

0.121

0.381

0.358

EXP

1.320±0.021

1.155±0.001

*
C

CAL

0.797
±0.0013Z

0.989

EXP

0.797+0.008

1.007±0.008

CAL/EXP

1.000

0.982

RCR

1.279

1.100
±0.0021

1.387

1.361

1.319

1.325

1.101

1.112

1.379

1.355

1.260+0.005

1.448+0.01 3

1.117±O.O13

1.136±O.OO7

1.1O8±O.OO3

1.368±0.002

1.18O±O.OO3

1.152±O.OO3

1 .41t±0.005

1.377±0.005

1.015

0.967

0.983

0.918

0.958

0.969

0.917

0.972

0.975

0.981

Corrected for asymmetric diffusion coefficients and the presence of endcaps by
comparing calculations madei by J.V. Donnelly using the WIMS code with and
without Benoist corrections' and endcaps. Additional corrections were made for
the homogenization of the clad, gap and coolant and of the calandria tube and
gap, and for further subdivision of the coolant region. The l a t t e r is
part icularly important for the HB10 and H20 cooled l a t t i c e s .

Error introduced by the accuracy of the REPC calculation of the epithermal
capture in U-238.

Not measured but chosen using consistency tes ts (21).

These l a t t i ce s had square l a t t i ce patterns; the remainder were tr iangular .
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TABLE V

SENSITIVITY OF k . . TO INPUT SPATIAL NEUTRON FLUX TO REPCerf

Maximum
Energy of Injection

of Neutrons

Spatial Distribution
at Injection i s from

RAHAB Group No. 1

Lattice

TRX-1

MIT-4

ZEEP-1

19 UO/D 0/240

19 U02/AIR/240

28 U02/D20/320

28 U02/HB40/320

28 UO /AIR/320

28 U02/HB40/280

28 U02/AIR/280

28 U02/H20/279.4

37 U02/D20/285.75

37 U02/AIR/285.75

28 U02/HB40/320
Annular Geometry for
REPC

5C) keV

Flat
Across
Cell

0.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

99595

0154

00430

01207

01183

01904

03714

01772

03176

01322

03584

01180

01060

03090

3.36 keV

25

1

50 keV

21

111 keV

19

800 keV

k (uncorrected)
eff

1.02587

1.01347 1.01439

1.02468

0.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

11

3.36 keV

Flat
Across
Cel l

99666

01456

00407

01208

01086

01581

02610

01680

02549

01256

02786

01136

00832

1.03146

1 Group 11 (639.3 keV - 820.9 keV)

Group 19 (86.52 keV - 111.09 keV)

Group 21 (40.87 keV - 67.38 keV)

Group 25 (5.53 keV - 9.12 keV)
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TABLE VI

CORRELATION OF ERRORS IN keff AND RCR

19

19

28

28

28

28

28

37

37

LATTICE

U02/D20/240

U02/AIR/240

U02/D20/320

U02/HB40/320

U02/AIR/320

UO /HB40/280

UO /AIR/280

U02/D20/285.75

UO /AIR/285.75

AVERAGE

ERROR IN k ._
err

mk/<

RAHAB/REPC1

3.

6.

3.

6.

5.

4.

4.

4.

5.

4.

7±1.O:

4±2.8

O±O.3

2±0.3

4±0.3

8+0.2

5+0.3

5±0.6

2+1.2

9±1.1

RAHAB/REPC
CORRECTED2

1.1+0.3

1.0+0.4

0.6±0.1

2.1±0.1

2.3+0.1

2.4±0.1

2.1±0.2

1.1±0.2

-0.06+0.01

1.4±0.9

'ERROR

i

CAL.

IN RCR

ASSUMING ERROR IN

EPITHERMAL
U-238 CAPT.

3

3

3

3

3

3.

3.

.72

67

54

64

49

64

51

3.6O±O.O8

THERMAL
U-238 CAPT.

4.55

4.42

4.54

4.5O±O.O7

1 k f corrected for absorptions in impurities in Al tubes

2 Corrections as indicated in Table IV

3 Uncertainty introduced by uncertainty in measured RCR
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TABLE VII

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL
VALUES OF THE RELATIVE CONVERSION RATIOS AS A

FUNCTION OF POSITION IN FUEL CLUSTERS

LATTICE

TRX-1

MIT-4

ZEEP-1

19 U02/D20/240

19 U02/AIR/240

28 UO/D 0/320

28 UO /HB4O/32O

28 U02/AIR/320

28 U02/HB40/280

28 U02/AIR/280

37 U02/D20/285.75

37 U02/AIR/285.75

CAL. RCR/EXP. RCR

Average for
Cluster

1.0001

0.9821

1.0151

0.967

0.983

0.948

0.958
(0.941)2

0.969

0.947

0.972

0.975

0.984

Centre
Pin

0.989

0.988

0.990

0.986

1st
Ring

0.979

0.976

0.948

0.953
(0.931)2

0.974

0.926

0.974

0.977

0.993

2nd
Ring

0.963

0.985

0.959

0.942
(0.924)2

0.977

0.932

0.976

0.980

0.984

3rd
Ring

0.943

0.957
(0.943)2

0.962

0.953

0.971

0.970

0.982

1 calculated C*/experiraental C*

2 from J.V. Donnelly using WIMS/REPC with 13 mesh points in coolant
compared t o 4 w i t h RAHAB/REPC.
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TABLE V I I I

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL
FISSION RATES IN U-235 AS A FUNCTION OF

POSITION IN FUEL CLUSTERS

28

28

28

28

28

28

37

37

LATTICE

UO /D 0/320

UO /HB40/320

U02/HB40/320 (2)

U02/AIR/320

UO /HB40/280

UO /AIR/280

U02/D20/285.75.

U02/AIR/285.75

CAL/EXP (1) FISSION RATES
NORMALIZED TO ONE FOR

Centre
Pin

1.000

0.984

1st
Ring

1.007

1.119

1.027

0.982

1.116

0.983

0.997

0.977

2nd
Ring

0.998

1.082

1.036

0.991

1.071

0.994

0.999

0.991

IN U-235
AVERAGE

3rd
Ring

1.000

0.956

0.984

1.007

0.952

1.005

1.001

1.011

(1) From the r e s u l t g iven by R.E. Kay (1) we would expec t u n c e r t a i n t i e s of -1$
for the centre pin and 1st ring. Because of the averaging of resul ts
from different elements, the uncertainties for the outer two rings will
be smaller, about 0.7?.

For the 28 U0 the experimental uncertainties are -0.3?, 2.6? and 0.2$
for the DO, HB40, and air coolants, respectively. These numbers are
not given directly in the report . However, values are given for the
asymmetry, the variation in the measurements for elements in equivalent
positions in the cluster (reference No. 20, p. 46). These asymmetries
have been used as the uncertainties.

(2) From run by J.V. Donnelly using WIMS with 13 mesh points in the coolant
compared to 4 by RAHAB.
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TABLE IX

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL

VALUES OF 6 ~ ° , FISSIONS IN U-238/FISSIONS IN

U - 2 3 5 , AS A FUNCTION OF POSITION IN FUEL CLUSTERS

LATTICE

TRX-1

MI"

ZEEP-1

19

19

28

28

28

28

28

37

37

U02/D20/240

U02/AIR/2t0

U02/D20/320

U02/HBi«0/320

UO /AIR/320

U02/HB40/280

U02/AIR/280

[JO2/D20/285.75

UO2/AIR/285.75

Average fo r
Cluster

1.O48±O.Oi3'

0.848±0.021

1.013+0.021

0.94310.016

O.961±O.O16

O.916±O.O23

0.911±0.015
(O.913±O.O15)2

O.963±O.O15

0.952±0.015

0.96S:0.015

1.000+0.015

1.017±O.O15

CAL. &f5

Centre
Pin

0.907

0.911

0.993

1.030

/

0

0

0

0
(0

0

0

0

0

1

EXP.

1st
Ring

.962

.971

.953

.879

.917)

.983

.887

.988

.996

.010

A 2 8
625

2nd
Ring

0 .

0 .

0 .

0.
(0.

0 .

0 .

0 .

1 .

1 .

935

965

953

882
923)

962

906

957

005

029

3rd
Ring

0.919

0.979
(0.955)

0.930

0.998

0.967

1.000

1.006

(1) The uncertainties listed include only the contribution arising from the
uncertainties given for the experimental values.

(1,19,21)

(2) From J.V. Donnelly using the WIMS code with REPC input and 13 mesh points
in the coolant
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TABLE X

COMPARISON OF THE RESONANCE CAPTURE OF NEUTRONS
IN U-238 AS OBTAINED USING DIFFERENT METHODS

FOR
19 UO /D 0/240A

METHOD

2D-RAHAB/REPC-CLUSTER
SPATIAL INPUT OF GROUP
112 AT 800 keV IN REPC

2D-RAHAB/REPC-CLUSTER
FLAT INPUT AT 50 keV
IN REPC

2D-RAHAB/REPC-ANNULAR
FLAT INPUT AT 50 keV
IN REPC

2D-RAHAB/0ZMA-ANNULAR
SPATIAL INPUT" OF
GROUP 25 - P_ AND P

2D-RAHAB/0ZMA-ANNULAR
FLAT INPUT - PQ AND P1

2D-RAHAB/0ZMA-ANNULAR
FLAT INPUT - P ONLY

NEUTRON CAPTURE IN U-238 IN ENERGY RANGE
0.625 keV TO 5.53 keV

RELATIVE1

CAPTURE
IN

19-ELEMENTS

1.000±0.0063

O.991±O.OO4

1.0l»2±0.004

1.070

1.059

1.050

RATES PER FUEL ELEMENT
RELATIVE TO OUTER RING OF FUEL

INNER PIN

0.822±0.020

O.8iJ3±O.O1i»

0.721±0.012

0.737

0.734

0.727

MIDDLE RING

O.795±O.OO8

O.779±O.OO5

0.763+0.005

0.770

0.768

0.760

OUTER RING

1.000±0.007

1.000±0.005

1.000±0.005

1.000

1.000

1.000

1 The output of cell calculations was normalized so that the sum of
absorption and leakage of neutrons in the cell equals one.

2 Group 11 (639.3 keV - 820.9 keV)
Group 25 (5.53 keV - 9.12 keV)

3 Uncertainty arising from Monte Carlo statistics

* Flux input to OZMA is at the top of Group 27
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TABLE XI

COMPARISON OF THE RESONANCE CAPTURE OF NEUTRONS
IN U-238 AS OBTAINED USING DIFFERENT METHODS

FOR
28 UO /HBW320

SOURCE OF RESONANCE RATES
USED WITH 2D RAHAB CALCULATION

CODE

REPC

REPC

REPC

REPC

REPC

REPC

OZMA

OZMA

GEOMETRY

CLUSTER

CLUSTER

CLUSTER

ANNULAR

ANNULAR

ANNULAR

ANNULAR

ANNULAR

MAXIMUM
ENERGY

FOR
STARTING

keV

800

111

50

50

3.35

3.35

3.35

3.35

SPATIAL
FLUX
INPUT
GROUP

N O . 2

11

19

FLAT

FLAT

FLAT

25

FLAT

25

NEUTRON

RELATIVE1

CAPTURE
IN

28-ELEMENTS

1

1

0.

0

0.

1.

000+0.004

020±0.004

862±0.004

942±0.006

933+0.006

OO6±O.OO6

0.981

1.060

CAPTURE IN U-238
0.625 keV TO

3

IN ENERGY RANGE
5.53 keV

RATES PER FUEL ELEMENT
RELATIVE TO OUTER RING OF FUEL

INNER RINC

1.O34±O.O1

1.012+0.01

0.872±0.01

0.868±0.01

0.843^0.01

0.918+0.01

0.903

0.955

1

0

0

4

4

4

MIDDLE RING

1 •

1.

0.

0 .

0.

0 .

020±0.007

021+0.007

929±0.008

934±O.O11

923+0.011

972±0.010

0.961

1.000

OUTER RING

1.000±0.005

1.000±0.005

1.000±0.006

1.000±0.008

1.000±0.009

1.000±0.007

1.000

1.000

1 The output of cell calculations was normalized so that the sum of
absomtions and leakage of neutrons in the cel l equals one. The caDture
in U-238 was then divided by the caDture calculated using that for the
conditions in l ine one of the t ab le .

2 GrouD 11 (639.3 keV - 820.9 keV)
GrouD 19 (86.52 keV - 111.09 keV)
Group 25 (5.53 keV - 9.12 keV)

3 Uncertainity ar is ing from Monte Carlo s t a t i s t i c s
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TABLE XII

COMPARISON OF VALUES OF LATTICE PARAMETERS OBTAINED
USING RAHAB/REPC AND RAHAB/OZMA

LATTICE

TRX-1

MIT-4

ZEEP-1

19 U O / D 0 / 2 4 0

ANNULAR MODEL

ANNULAR MODEL -
SPATIAL INPUT

28 U O / D 0 / 3 2 0

ANNULAR MODEL

28 UO /HB40/280

ANNULAR MODEL

it ii

it II

28 UO /HB40/280

ANNULAR MODEL

MAXIMUM
ENERGY FOR
STARTING-keV

REPC

800

800

800

50

50

50

50

50

50

3.35

3.35

50

50

OZMA

3.35

3.35

3.35

3.35

3.35

3-35

3.35

3.35

3.35

SPATIAL

FLUX INPUT

GROUP N O . 2

REPC

11

11

1 1

FLAT

FLAT

FLAT

FLAT

FLAT

FLAT

FLAT

25

FLAT

FLAT

OZMA

FLAT

FLAT

25

FLAT

25

25

FLAT

25

25

k •

eff

RAHAB

REPC

0.9967

1.0117

1.0041

1.0129

1.0089

1.0203

1.0161)

1.0371

1.0309

1.0315

1.0259

1.0331

1.0259

OZMA

0.9958

1 .011)9

1.0036

1.0068

1.0058

1.0107

1.0279

1.0218

1.0198

28
P

RAHAB

REPC

1 . 3 5 9

1.107

0.280

OZMA

1.365

1.107

0.282

*
CR

RAHAB

REPC

0.799

0.987

OZMA

0.799

0.988

RCR

1 . 2 7 9 1.281

1 No corrections for endcaps. Benoist correction to diffusion coefficients not made.

2 Group 11 (639.3 keV - 820.9 keV)
Group 25 (5.53 keV - 9.12 keV)
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FIGURE 1 CROSS SECTION THROUGH A 37-ELEMENT
FUEL ASSEMBLY
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